Neuroplasticity has replaced the formerly-held position that the brain is a physiologically static organ. Today we know that the brain changes throughout life, and that we can actively improve its function. Founded in 2011, and guided by its advisory board of neuroscientists, psychologists, medical doctors and researchers, NeuroGym® applies the science of brain neuroplasticity and behavioral psychology to commercially available products.

NeuroGym’s Innercise® methods apply practical mental exercise techniques scientifically shown to improve mental and emotional functioning. These techniques elicit several mindset benefits: increasing confidence, self-esteem, positive decision-making and actionable intention, while also reducing fear, worry and doubts. Broader commercial industry applications of brain-based training include: battling PTSD, rehabilitating those with brain injuries, improving cognitive function (i.e. focus, recall and speed), and many others. The number of practical applications of neuroscience and behavioral psychology research is exploding, with tens of billions of dollars in funding now at work to take recent advances to market.

May people are aware of companies, such as Lumosity, that use neurogaming techniques shown to improve brain function involving memory, recall, and concentration. NeuroGym similarly focuses on brain function, but with an emphasis on mental and emotional regulation and emotional intelligence (also referred to as EQ). NeuroGym’s products apply a series of evidence-based techniques for mindset improvement in a proprietary combination, sequence and pace. These include cognitive priming, success meditations, guided hypnotherapy and visualizations, subliminal programming and behavioral modification techniques to alter deeply rooted and limiting beliefs and habits. Neuro-auditory entrainment is also used to create a receptive whole brain state that is ready for change.

The parts of the human brain that are directly related to motivation, emotional regulation, social awareness, and conscious decision-making are some of the most flexible neural circuits in the brain. Therefore, brain plasticity studies in the EQ sector show more compelling results that would correlate to life improvement, than those studies in the IQ, or cognitive, sector. While the body of research showing evidence-based outcomes in this area is vast and growing rapidly, key studies include the following:


To NeuroGym’s proprietary integrated methodology, a broad array of brain scan studies show that a combination of intention, relaxation, autosuggestion and concentration activities stimulate the frontal lobes and motor cortex, which propels subjects into taking action. In short, as long as you learn to stay intensely focused on your goal, you will literally be driven to succeed.
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